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Abstract
Holography is a true three dimensional (3D) imaging technique that has real life
applications varying from high resolution 3D microscopy to interferometric analysis.
In this thesis a hybrid opto-acoustic vibration analysis system is designed and imple-
mented which is combination of a digital holographic interferometer and an acoustic
microphone array. The system is capable of analyzing broad range of vibration am-
plitudes by utilizing acoustic microphone array for coarser analysis and holographic
interferometer for small scale analysis on the order of few hundred nanometers. In the
design process of the system, a comprehensive research on holography is performed
both from theoretical and practical perspectives. In the theoretical part, a discrep-
ancy that exists in the literature for the numerical reconstruction of digital holograms
is clarified and a new method for diffraction pattern calculation is presented which we
call Planar Layers Method (PLM). PLM is a fast method based on the idea of repre-
senting 3D computer synthesized objects with discrete planar layers and evaluating
the diffraction patterns efficiently using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) based Fresnel
Transform. In the practical issues about holography, a new holographic recording
scheme is presented in which there is no need for a separate reference wave. In the
method reference beam is generated from the reflecting object wave, therefore path
length equalization can be done automatically.
DI˙JI˙TAL HOLOGRAFI˙ VE HI˙BRI˙T OPTO-AKUSTI˙K GO¨RU¨NTU¨LEME
SI˙STEMI˙YLE TI˙TRES¸I˙M ANALI˙ZI˙
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u¨retilmis¸ holografi, referanssız holografi, interferometre, mikrofon dizileri, titres¸im
analizi
O¨zet
Holografi, yu¨ksek c¸o¨zu¨nu¨rlu¨klu¨ u¨c¸ boyutlu (3B) mikroskopik go¨ru¨ntu¨lemeden in-
terferometrik denetime kadar c¸es¸itli uygulamaları olan bir gerc¸ek 3B go¨ru¨ntu¨leme
yo¨ntemidir. Bu tezde bir dijital holografik interferometrenin ve bir akustik mikro-
fon dizisinin birles¸imi olan hibrit opto-akustik titres¸im analizi sistemi tasarlanmıs¸
ve sistem kullanılarak c¸es¸itli nesneler analiz edilmis¸tir. Sistem genis¸ bir titres¸im
bu¨yu¨klu¨g˘u¨ aralıg˘ını akustik mikrofon dizisini kullanarak genis¸ o¨lc¸ekte, holografik
interferometreyi kullanarak da birkac¸ yu¨z nanometreye kadar ku¨c¸u¨k o¨lc¸ekte analiz
edebilmektedir. Sistemin tasarım su¨recinde, holografi u¨zerine teorik ve pratik ac¸ıdan
kapsamlı bir akademik aras¸tırma yu¨ru¨tu¨lmu¨s¸tu¨r. Teorik kısımda, dijital hologram-
ların sayısal olarak yeniden yapılandırılmasında genellikle kars¸ılas¸ılan bir karıs¸ıklık
ac¸ıg˘a kavus¸turulmus¸tur ve dag˘ılma desenlerinin hesaplanmasında yeni bir yo¨ntem
olan Du¨zlemsel Katmanlar Yo¨ntemi (DKY) sunulmus¸tur. DKY, bilgisayarda sentez-
lenmis¸ 3B nesnelerin du¨zlemsel katmanlara ayrılmasını ve bu katmanların dag˘ılma
desenlerinin hızlı Fourier do¨nu¨s¸u¨mu¨ (HFD) temelli Fresnel do¨nu¨s¸u¨mu¨ kullanılarak
hesaplanması fikri u¨zerine kurulmus¸ hızlı bir yo¨ntemdir. Holografi ile ilgili pratik
konularda ise ayrı bir referans dalgasına ihtiyac¸ duymayan yeni bir holografik kayıt
du¨zeneg˘i sunulmus¸tur. Bu yo¨ntemde referans dalgası yansıyan nesne dalgasından
u¨retilmis¸tir, bu yu¨zden dalgaların katettig˘i mesafeler otomatik olarak es¸itlenmis¸tir.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Imaging can be defined as recording and representation of object’s appearance in
relation with visual sense. Imaging starts with first wall paintings of the human-
being and it spans micro to macro scale objects, events and scenes. Today, it can
be categorized as medical imaging, acoustic imaging, radar imaging, optical imaging
and some other. In optical imaging, although high resolution two dimensional (2D)
imaging is rather successful, it is always important to have three dimensional (3D)
imaging in real life applications. 3D imaging techniques can be listed as stereoscopic
or multiview imaging, integral imaging and holographic imaging. Stereoscopic imag-
ing systems actually do not record real 3D information but they capture two images
of a scene with a proper viewing angle difference. At the display side, two images are
directed to both eyes with special viewing aids (such as eye glasses) and their combi-
nation in the brain creates the 3D feeling. Recent systems are autostereoscopic and it
is not needed to use viewing tools to send different 2D views of the scene [1]. Integral
imaging and holography are also inherently autostereoscopic techniques. In integral
imaging, different depths of objects are picked up with a lens array [2]. Recorded
information is revealed by back tracing the recording beams. Advances in microfabri-
cation technology made possible to fabricate smaller microlens arrays. This progress
increased the resolution hence the integral imaging became popular again. Among
these techniques holography is the only true 3D imaging technique [3]. In holography
it is possible to recreate an exact replica of the recorded object wave field including
all of the 3D properties such as shape, texture, color and most importantly all of the
depth cues.
1
In 2D imaging, specifically in photography, intensity of an object wave that
reaches to a recording medium or a device is captured. Intensity pattern is dependent
only on magnitude of the incoming object wave but the phase information which en-
codes the sense of depth is lost in the process. On the other hand in the holography
process, object wave and a coherent reference wave is interfered and resulting interfer-
ence pattern is recorded. Although the recorded information is a 2D intensity pattern
it is possible to retrieve the captured 3D information after reconstruction. Since the
object wave information is captured and displayed completely holograms carry all of
the depth cues. Important depth cues are occlusion, perspective, motion parallax,
accommodation and binocular (retinal) disparity. Most dominant depth cue which is
also present in 2D imaging is the occlusion which is the blockage of light coming from
overlapping parts of objects. Perspective is the convergence of parallel lines such as
light rays at the infinity which enables an observer to distinguish relative distances
and sizes. Motion parallax is the relative view change of objects with respect to back-
ground as the observer moves. Accommodation is the oculomotor depth cue that is
interpreted in the brain which is a result of stretching and squeezing of the eye lens
with eye muscles to focus an object. Binocular or retinal disparity is the cue which
depends on the slight angle difference between two views of an object between two
retinas. This is also called stereopsis and it is the cue used in stereoscopic systems
to create 3D feeling [4].
Holography was invented by Dennis Gabor in 1948 while he was working on im-
provement of resolution of an electron microscope. Hence holography is proposed
as a new high resolution microscopy principle [3]. The word hologram is introduced
by Gabor that inspired from the words ”holo” meaning whole and ”gram” meaning
2
writing/drawing in Greek. Holography is an interferometric technique which needs
two coherent light sources at recording and reconstruction for better performance.
Hence first holograms had problems since they are recorded using partially coherent
light sources. This is a restriction that limited the progress of holography at early
stages. After ten years, with the invention of coherent light source - the laser - in
1959, holography became a popular research area [5]. In 1962, off-axis holography
is invented which underlined imaging feature of holography not only for microscopy
applications but also for imaging in larger dimensions [6]. In the same year thick
holograms were introduced which can be reconstructed using white light [7]. Within
few years interferometric feature of holography started to have usage in testing ap-
plications such as surface contouring, deflection measurement and vibration analy-
sis [8–10]. A different approach - computer generated holograms (CGH) - are first
presented in 1969 by B. R. Brown and A. W. Lohman [11]. In 1970’s with the devel-
opment in digital electronics, idea of digital holography is born in which processing
- especially reconstruction - of holograms on computers without any need for recon-
struction illumination made the holography process more practical [12, 13]. With
these advancements, a holographic video display system is demonstrated for the first
time at MIT [14,15]. Though the system reduces information content, it was working
in real time. Up to now, a brief historical review on some aspects of holography is
given that are closely related to this thesis. Besides those areas, holography is used
in 3D imaging [16, 17], microscopy [3, 18, 19], imaging through turbid media [20–22],
refractive index measurement [23], holographic data storage [20,24,25], object recog-
nition [26–28], finding 3D locations of particles [29], watermarking [30] and 3D TV
research [31]. These areas are not explored here but they may have a connection with
the future directions of the thesis.
3
Despite such advantages of holography, there are some difficulties in the process.
Some of these difficulties are lifted up within years:
1) For example requirement of coherent single wavelength light - probably the ma-
jor problem -with the invention of laser. However lasers introduced a new problem
called speckle noise that comes from unwanted and arbitrary interference of waves
from different points of the objects [32].
2) Another difficulty was the recording material. When holograms are recorded on
photographic films, development of them and reconstruction with real laser illumi-
nation limits the usage. Advances in digital electronics made possible to record
holograms directly on CCD cameras and reconstruct them computationally on a
computer. [33]. However low resolution of CCD cameras (200 lines/mm) compared
to photographic films (up to 8000 lines/mm) became a challenge.
3) An important practical difficulty in recording is the mechanical stability of the
setup. For example, instability on the order of quarter-wavelength of the light used
in the recording may cause to wash out necessary interference fringes.
4) Beyond mechanical stability coherence of the object wave and the reference wave
is another difficulty. In order to have a good interference path length difference be-
tween two interfering waves must be within the coherence length of the laser.
5) A different practical difficulty in holography lies in the reconstructed image of
holograms especially in inline holograms. Reconstructed images of holograms contain
exact replica of the object wave but they also contain inherent artifacts (zero-order
and conjugate images) that are coupled to the object wave due to interference.
Although holography theoretically stands in a mature frame, all of these challenges
are fertile areas for new ideas that attract scientists and researchers. With this vi-
sion our research aims to address some of the challenges in both 3D imaging and
interferometric nature of holography.
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The thesis is organized as follows: Rest of this chapter is devoted to explanation of
mathematical and optical model for the holography and to explain the common ter-
minology. In this chapter also two relatively intuitive filtering techniques to address
the removal of artifacts (zero-order and conjugate images) in a reconstructed holo-
gram is explained and references to other filtering techniques are given. In chapter 2
reconstruction methods that are used in digital holography is given and a discrep-
ancy that is generally encountered in the literature is made clear [34]. In chapter 3
a new method what we call Planar Layers Method (PLM) for calculation of diffrac-
tion patterns in CGH is proposed with relevant literature survey [35]. After these
theoretical issues a more practical idea to overcome the coherence length restriction
of lasers is introduced in chapter 4 [36]. The presented idea makes possible to record
holograms with low coherence length lasers hence reducing the setup cost. Chapter 5
starts with mathematical definition of the deflection measurement using holographic
interferometry. Then, vibration analysis with holographic interferometry and micro-
phone arrays is explained. In these sections mathematical descriptions are wrapped
up with literature reviews. The methods are demonstrated with simulations using
PLM and also experimental results are given. After these sections, a new hybrid
testing system which is combination of a holographic interferometer and an acoustic
microphone array is presented. To our knowledge this hybrid system is designed and
implemented for the first time within this thesis. Capabilities of the hybrid system
are demonstrated by comparative experiments. Conclusions and future directions
provided by the thesis is summed up in chapter 6.
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Figure 1.1: A typical holographic recording scheme
1.1 Holography
Holography strictly relies on interference of two coherent lights in the recording. To
do so a laser beam is split into two arms, one is used to directly illuminate the
recording medium which is referred as the reference wave Ur and the other one is
used to illuminate the object. The wave diffracted from the object is called the object
wave Uo and interference of the object wave and the reference wave is recorded as a
hologram. A general recording scheme for transmission type off-axis holography [6] is
shown in Fig. 1.1. For interference of two beams they must be coherent. First thing
that comes into mind concerning coherence is the distances traveled by two waves.
The difference of distance traveled by two arms must be within the coherence length
of the laser. Polarization equality of two beams and mechanical stability are other
two necessities for maximum interference. With this properties satisfied a reference
beam is generally taken as a plane wave represented by:
Ur(x, y) = |Ur|exp{jkx sin θ}exp{−jkz cos θ}, (1.1)
where k is the wave number and θ is the angle that Ur makes with the z-axis in the
x-z plane as it is shown in Fig. 1.1. Then wave field created by the interference of Uo
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and Ur will be:
Uh(x, y) = Uo(x, y) + Ur(x, y). (1.2)
The captured pattern on the hologram will be intensity of this field represented by:
Ih(x, y) = [Uo(x, y) + Ur(x, y)] [Uo(x, y) + Ur(x, y)]
∗ = |Uo + Ur|2
= |Uo|2 + |Ur|2 + UoU∗r + U∗oUr,
(1.3)
where ∗ is the complex conjugate operator. The term |Uo|2 is called the self interfer-
ence and distorts other terms since it is spatially varying. The second term |Ur|2 is
called the reference bias which is spatially invariant and corresponds to an increase
in the intensity of the hologram; it is analogous to DC term in the signals. The
cross-interference signal UoU
∗
r is the exact replica of the object wave multiplied with
a spatially invariant reference wave and U∗oUr is the conjugate of the object wave
multiplied with the reference wave. These two terms carry all the necessary 3D in-
formation if they can be extracted properly.
The extraction process which is shown in Fig. 1.2 is called the hologram recon-
struction and it is done by illuminating the hologram with the reference wave.
Uc(x, y) = Ur(x, y)Ih(x, y)
= |Uo|2Ur + Ur|Ur|2 + |Ur|2Uo + U∗oU2r .
(1.4)
As it is seen from the equation, third term is an exact replica of the object wave
just multiplied with a constant term. Hence when the reconstructed hologram is
viewed from the illumination direction, it appears like the wave is diffracting from
hologram aperture to the original location of the object and forms a virtual duplicate
of it. Hence third term is called the virtual image of the object. First term diffracts
straightly in the reconstruction illumination direction with uniform wavefront am-
plitude since reference wave is a plane wave. Second term also diffracts along the
7
Figure 1.2: Holographic reconstruction scheme
illumination direction, on the other hand it is spatially non-uniform since wavefront
amplitude of the object wave is spatially varying. Hence it causes spatial distortions
on the other signals. These two terms together are called the zero-order terms. The
last signal is the conjugate of the object wave that diffracts to opposite side and
direction of the virtual object forming a real image of the object. Twin image or
conjugate image are the other synonyms that are used to name this component. This
image can be viewed by placing a screen at the correct distance. Another terminology
that is used to name the virtual image and the real image is to call them as +1 order
image and −1 order image respectively.
In inline holography (where θ = 0) these four terms appear at different physical
locations in terms of distance to the hologram plane but they are spatially co-centric.
Hence when an inline hologram is viewed from illumination direction, image of the
virtual object is distorted by the self interference term |Uo|2Ur. On the other hand
in off-axis holography zero-order terms, virtual object wave and the real object wave
diffract to different spatial locations [37]. When a hologram is reconstructed on a
computer (digital reconstruction methods are explained in the next chapter) all of the
signals are present in the resulting image. For example in the reconstruction result
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Figure 1.3: (a) Object to be recorded holographically. It is padded with zeros in
order to avoid aliasing. (b) Reconstructed off-axis hologram without any filtering.
Because of off-axis recording geometry images are not co-centric, i.e. zero-order image
is at the center, focused virtual image is at the lower right and defocused real image
is at the upper left. Zero-order and the real image partially blocks the virtual image.
shown in Fig. 1.3 the bright part at the center is the zero-order term and occludes
the other images. If hologram is reconstructed at the initial distance of the object,
virtual image is at focus and the real image is out of focus. In Fig. 1.3 focused virtual
image is seen at the lower right and defocused real image is seen in upper left. In
addition to the self interference term this out of focus image of the real object also
causes distortions on the image of the virtual object. The reverse is also true for real
image. If virtual image is wanted to be viewed, then the distorting components must
be removed from the reconstruction result. Filtering in holography context means
elimination of these components. Here two commonly used filtering techniques are
explained and references for further filtering techniques are given.
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1.1.1 Filtering With Multiple Captures
Filtering with multiple captures basically uses the idea of capturing unwanted com-
ponents and subtracting them from the hologram. This intuitive method is compiled
in [38]. First, removal of the zero-order images and then removal of the conjugate
image are explained.
Filtering Zero-order Images
To do so intensities of the object wave |Uo|2 and the reference wave |Ur|2 are captured
and subtracted from the hologram intensity. Filtered hologram Ihf will be:
Ihf = Ih − |Uo|2 − |Ur|2 = UoU∗r + U∗oUr. (1.5)
A second method to remove the zero-order is to use phase shifting. When a phase
shift of θ is added to the reference wave then hologram intensity with phase shift Ihp
will be:
Ihp(θ) = |Uo|2 + |Ur|2 + exp(iθ)UoU∗r + exp(−iθ)U∗oUr. (1.6)
Subtracting phase shifted hologram from the initial hologram will give:
Ihf (θ) = Ih − Ihp(θ) = [1− exp(iθ)]UoU∗r + [1− exp(−iθ)]U∗oUr. (1.7)
The zero-order term is filtered for all values of θ except θ = 0. Maximum intensity
for the filtered image is obtained when the phase shift is equal to θ = pi.
Ihf (θ = pi) = 2(UoU
∗
r + U
∗
oUr). (1.8)
Using this method zero-order terms are filtered and reconstruction result is shown in
Fig. 1.4
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Figure 1.4: Zero-order image is filtered using two phase shifted holograms. Most
part of the virtual image is clear but defocused real image again partially blocks the
virtual image.
Filtering Zero-order and Conjugate Images
Again there are two methods to filter zero-order and conjugate images. First method
is to remove the zero-order using the aforementioned method and then remove the
conjugate image using phase shifting.
Ihf = (Ih − Io − Ir)− exp(iθ) (Ihp − Io − Ir)
= [1− exp(i2θ)]UoU∗r
(1.9)
The magnitude of the UoU
∗
r becomes maximum when the phase shift is θ = pi/2.
The last method that is used to remove both zero-order and conjugate images is the
capturing of two phase shifted holograms Ihp(θ1) and Ihp(θ2) such as:
Ihp(θ1) = |Uo|2 + |Ur|2 + exp(iθ1)UoU∗r + exp(−iθ1)U∗oUr,
Ihp(θ2) = |Uo|2 + |Ur|2 + exp(iθ2)UoU∗r + exp(−iθ2)U∗oUr.
(1.10)
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Figure 1.5: Zero-order and the conjugate images are filtered using phase shifted
holograms.
Then using Ih, Ihp(θ1) and Ihp(θ2) filtered hologram is obtained by:
Ihf = exp(iθ1)Ihp(θ1)− exp(−iθ2)Ihp(θ2) + [exp(iθ1) + exp(−iθ2)] Ih
=
[
exp(iθ1)− 1
exp(−iθ1)− 1 −
exp(iθ2)− 1
exp(−iθ2)− 1
]
UoU
∗
r .
(1.11)
The filtered image intensity becomes maximum when θ1 = 2pi/3 and θ2 = −2pi/3.
The reconstruction results is shown in Fig. 1.5.
To implement these methods it is needed to capture multiple images, at least
three captures. This makes the methods not implementable in real-time. In the lit-
erature there are methods offered to make the process practical with less number of
captures. Parallel phase-shifting methods offered in [39–41] carries the phase shift-
ing operations in real time using a phase-shifting array device. On the other hand
the usage of the phase shifting device and the lens introduces aberrations. Most
importantly, strict requirement of alignment makes the method impractical although
initial experimental results are presented in the papers. Another example of filtering
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using phase shifting is given in [42]. Method offers to add phase difference to each
orthogonal polarization and then to obtain the filtered result with usage of the image
of the object. The need for pre-captured image of the object makes this method not
applicable for moving objects. Last phase-shifting method uses again the parallel
phase shifting scheme with small modifications [43]. In this method intensity of the
reference wave should be known and kept sufficiently high with respect to object
wave. Hence with proper adjustment of reference wave during recording, filtered
holograms of the moving objects can be recorded.
1.1.2 Spatial Filtering
First of all, spatial filtering builds up on the spatial separation of the signals in a
hologram. Hence it is only applicable in the off-axis holography [44]. Previously a
reference wave that makes angle of θ with the hologram plane normal was represented
as in Eq. 1.1. Then the hologram intensity can be rewritten in the expanded form:
Ih(x, y) = |Uo|2 + |Ur|2 + Uo|Ur| exp(−ikx sin θ) + U∗o |Ur| exp(ikx sin θ). (1.12)
Hence when the hologram is reconstructed with a wave U of uniform phase, the phase
multiplier exp(−ikx cos θ) of the third term indicates that the wave is propagating
with an angle of −θ with respect to U . The phase factor at the fourth term indicates
a diffraction with an angle of θ. If the Fourier transform of the hologram is taken
the phase factors will give spatial frequency shift in the 2D frequency spectrum.
Frequency components of the virtual image and the real image will lie at symmetric
locations [−k sin(θ/2)] and [k sin(θ/2)] respectively. Then using band-pass filtering
zero-order and twin images can be eliminated.
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Figure 1.6: In this figure an experimentally recorded hologram of a dice is seen.
Left column consists of unfiltered holograms and right column consists of filtered
holograms. (a) Recorded off-axis hologram and filtered hologram. (b) Frequency
spectrum of the holograms. (c) Reconstruction results.
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Application of the method is shown in Fig. 1.6 for an off-axis hologram of a dice.
The recording distance was 0.7m. In the figure captured hologram, its frequency
components and reconstruction results are shown. It can be seen that frequency
components are separated well. Frequency components for the zero-order, the vir-
tual image and the real image can be seen at the center, lower right and upper left
of the frequency spectrum respectively. Also the frequency components of multiple
reflections can be seen just above and below the zero-order components. A band-
pass filtering (circular windowing) is applied to remove frequency components of the
zero-order and the real image. Here a simple circular windowing is applied but var-
ious windows such as Hamming, Tukey or Gaussian can be used accordingly. Then
an inverse Fourier transform is applied to this frequency spectrum to obtain filtered
hologram. When this hologram is reconstructed, the result is free of the zero-order
and the real image as shown in Fig. 1.6.
Before passing to other methods that utilize different signal processing concepts
it should be noted that implementation of the spatial filtering can be done in quite
different ways. For example in [45], Pedrini implements the method on an experimen-
tal setup with different masks for microscopy applications. In a different way Zhang
implemented the method with a grating to remove zero-order diffraction in [46]. The
methods explained here can be classified as introductory methods for the filtering
topic in holography. Other methods are briefly given in the next section for the peo-
ple who are interested.
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1.1.3 Other Filtering Techniques
When a deep investigation of the holography process is done, it can be seen that
holography is a fertile area to apply the methods that is used in signal processing
and optics. Liebling considered the well known wavelets for diffraction in the holog-
raphy process and designed a new wavelet bases called Fresnelets in [47]. Then an
obvious extension of the Fresnelets is to use them in filtering. Same researchers fil-
tered zero-order and real image terms by suppressing their corresponding Fresnelet
coefficients in [48]. An enhancement over spatial filtering is reported when the Fres-
nelets are used. For the filtering in in-line holography an earlier method proposed by
Onural must be noted [49]. Onural modeled the reconstruction process as a linear
space-invariant system and developed an iterative algorithm. The algorithm relies on
setting up a recursive relation between real part and imaginary part of the free-space
impulse response. In [50] Kim proposes an adjustment to the filter coefficients in
frequency domain for digital implementation of Onural’s algorithm.
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2 DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHY
RECONSTRUCTION METHODS
Originally holograms were recorded on photographic films or photographic plates
which required tedious process of development before they are ready for reconstruc-
tion [16]. Thermoplastic materials enabled real time processing [51] but the break-
through was after the rapid developments in digital electronics, especially charge-
coupled device (CCD) based cameras. CCD cameras made it possible to record the
holograms digitally [33]. The recorded intensity data is ready for processing on a
computer hence hologram reconstruction is started to be done on computers numer-
ically without any laser light illumination. Hologram reconstruction methods can
also be used to create diffraction patterns or object waves projecting from computer
synthesized object [52,53]. Hence the numerical hologram reconstruction methods in
terms of accuracy and speed became an important research area.
This chapter is about the numerical reconstruction of digital holograms. To do so
discrete implementation of the wave propagation is explained in detail and we clarify
the inconsistencies in the literature. The wave propagation is used first for digital
hologram reconstruction and then for creating CGH of virtual computer objects [34].
2.1 Diffraction Calculation
In order to reconstruct a digital hologram numerically it is needed to calculate the
diffracted wave field from hologram. Wave field distribution U0(x, y) as shown in
Fig. 2.1 in the (x, y) plane - object plane - will create a wave field U0(ξ, η) at an
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Figure 2.1: Left: Coordinate system used in derivation of Fresnel diffraction equa-
tion, both planes are centered around zero. Right: As it is explained in the text if
bounds of the summations are set to start from zero without properly shifting the
indices, the diffraction integral is calculated in this coordinate system.
observation plane (ξ, η) that is related with Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction inte-
gral [37]:
U(ξ, η) =
1
iλ
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
U0(x, y)
exp(−ikρ)
ρ
cos θ dx dy, (2.1)
where ρ =
√
d2 + (x− ξ) + (y − η)2 is the Cartesian distance between the points on
the object plane and the observation plane, k = 2pi/λ is the wave number, and cos θ
is the obliquity factor and it is cos θ ≈ 1 in most cases [37].
2.1.1 Fresnel Transform
For the distances d that are large compared to dimensions of the object, the ρ in the
denominator of the diffraction equation can be approximated as d whereas it is not
true for the numerator. Small deviations of ρ may produce large errors at the object
wave result since it is in the phase term. So a higher order approximation is done by
taking first two terms of the binomial expansion of ρ:
ρ ≈ d+ (x− ξ)
2
2d
+
(y − η)2
2d
(2.2)
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is substituted in the numerator. Now the diffraction integral is in its so-called Fresnel
transform representation [37,54]:
U(ξ, η) =
1
iλd
exp(−ikd) exp
[
−i k
2d
(ξ2 + η2)
]
×
∞∫
−∞
∞∫
−∞
U0(x, y) exp
[
−i k
2d
(x2 + y2)
]
exp
[
i
k
d
(xξ + yη)
]
dx dy.
(2.3)
In this equation the wave field is simply a two dimensional inverse Fourier trans-
form of the field U0(x, y) multiplied by a quadratic phase factor [37,54]. For numerical
calculation of the diffraction integral it is required to derive the discrete form of the
diffraction integral. Suppose the object plane is represented by Nx × Ny grid with
step sizes of ∆x and ∆y along the x and y directions, the observation plane is also
represented with the same number of points (but with the step sizes of ∆ξ and ∆η),
a discrete form of the Fresnel transform is obtained:
U(m∆ξ, n∆η) =
1
iλd
exp
(
−i2pi
λ
d
)
exp
[
−i pi
λd
(
m2∆ξ2 + n2∆η2
)]
×
Nx/2−1∑
k=−Nx/2
Ny/2−1∑
l=−Ny/2
U0(k∆x, l∆y) exp
[
−i pi
λd
(
k2∆x2 + l2∆y2
)]
× exp
[
i
2pi
λd
(k∆xm∆ξ + l∆y n∆η)
]
.
(2.4)
Here k and m are integers between (−Nx/2) and (Nx/2 − 1), similarly l and n are
integers between (−Ny/2) and (Ny/2− 1). From the Fourier transform step sizes in
the object plane and the observation plane are related by:
∆ξ =
λ d
Nx∆x
,
∆η =
λ d
Ny∆y
.
(2.5)
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Now, by substituting ∆ξ and ∆η into Eq. 2.4 we obtain:
U(m,n) =
1
iλd
exp
(
−i2pi
λ
d
)
exp
[
−ipiλd
(
m2
N2x∆x
2
+
n2
N2y∆y
2
)]
×
Nx/2−1∑
k=−Nx/2
Ny/2−1∑
l=−Ny/2
U0(k, l) exp
[
−i pi
λd
(
k2∆x2 + l2∆y2
)]
× exp
[
i2pi
(
km
Nx
+
l n
Ny
)]
.
(2.6)
Ignoring the constant terms before the exponential this equation can be written in a
more compact form as:
U(m,n) = Qi(m,n)
Nx/2−1∑
k=−Nx/2
Ny/2−1∑
l=−Ny/2
U0(k, l)Qo(k, l) exp
[
i2pi
(
km
Nx
+
l n
Ny
)]
(2.7)
where
Qi(m,n) = exp
[
−ipiλd
(
m2
N2x∆x
2
+
n2
N2y∆y
2
)]
,
Qo(k, l) = exp
[
−i pi
λd
(
k2∆x2 + l2∆y2
)]
.
(2.8)
Basically Eq. 2.7 is a two dimensional inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT)
multiplied with quadratic terms. At this point calculation of this IDFT requires
proper handling. This could be a confusing issue as in some of the literature [33,55].
Generally the double sum with the IDFT kernel in Eq. 2.7 is immediately written
using IDFT notation [54,56] as:
U(m,n) = Qi(m,n)FFT −1 {U0(k, l)Qo(k, l)} , (2.9)
where FFT −1 is used to denote the fast Fourier transform which is generally used
for efficient DFT calculations. Here if we remind the forward and the inverse discrete
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Fourier transform relations respectively:
X(k, l) =
Nx−1∑
m=0
Ny−1∑
n=0
x(m,n) exp
[
−i2pi
(
km
Nx
+
l n
Ny
)]
x(m,n) =
1
NxNy
Nx−1∑
k=0
Ny−1∑
l=0
X(k, l) exp
[
+i2pi
(
km
Nx
+
l n
Ny
)]
,
(2.10)
we would notice that bounds of the double sum in these equations start from 0 and
ends up at (Nx−1) and (Ny−1). Hence Eq. 2.9 is not quite true since bounds of the
double sum in Eq. 2.6 runs from (−Nx/2) to (Nx/2− 1) and (−Ny/2) to (Ny/2− 1).
This can be understood better from the illustration in Fig. 2.1. The derivation of the
discrete Fresnel transform in Eq. 2.7 is done using the coordinate system shown on
the left where as in Eq. 2.9 it is misleadingly assumed to be done using the coordi-
nate system shown on the right. Therefore a shift operation in the indices k, l,m, n
is vital. There are two different correct ways to shift the indices and evaluate the
Fresnel transform as it is explained below.
Method 1
Now, lets introduce dummy variables k′, l′,m′, n′ such that
k = (k′ −Nx/2), l = (l′ −Ny/2), m = (m′ −Nx/2), n = (n′ −Ny/2), (2.11)
and substitute them into Eq. 2.7:
U(m,n) = Q′i(m,n)
Nx−1∑
k=0
Ny−1∑
l=0
U0(k, l)Q
′
o(k, l) exp
[
i2pi
(
km
Nx
+
l n
Ny
)]
. (2.12)
where Q′i(m,n) and Q
′
o(k, l) are given as:
Q′i(m,n) = exp
[
ipi
(Nx +Ny)
2
]
exp [−ipi(m+ n)] Qi
[
m− Nx
2
, n− Ny
2
]
,
Q′o(k, l) = exp [−ipi(k + l)] Qo
[
k − Nx
2
, l − Ny
2
]
.
(2.13)
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Therefore, discrete Fresnel transform can be evaluated correctly with its modified
version below:
U(m,n) = Q′i(m,n)FFT −1 {U0(k, l)Q′o(k, l)} , (2.14)
In passing, one can calculate discrete form of the diffraction equation (Eq. 2.6) by
carrying out the double sum without FFT but computation complexity will boost
from O(N2 logN) to O(N4) for an N ×N array.
Method 2
Especially for the ones that use Matlab software there is a more easy way to do
the shift operation. Since discrete Fourier transform is a cyclic operation, namely
U(m + αNx, n + βNy) = U(m,n) holds for any integers α and β, one can also
calculate the diffracted field pattern as:
U(m,n) =Qi
(
m− Nx
2
, n− Ny
2
)
× S
{
FFT −1
{
S
[
U0(k, l)Qo
(
k − Nx
2
, l − Ny
2
)]}}
,
(2.15)
where S operator does shift in the indices. It moves the zero-frequency component
to the center of the array in one dimensional Fourier transform. In 2D arrays it
swaps the first quadrant with the third and the second quadrant with the fourth of
a matrix. This operation can be carried out in any coding environment but it is the
fftshift function in Matlab.
2.1.2 Convolution Method
An alternative way of implementing the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction integral is
the convolution approach. If we model the propagation of light in free space as a
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linear system then diffraction integral can also be written as a convolution integral:
U(ξ, η) =
∞∫
−∞
∞∫
−∞
U0(x, y) h(ξ, η, x, y) dx dy, (2.16)
where h(ξ, η, x, y) is the impulse response of the free space given as [54,55]
h(ξ, η, x, y) =
i
λ
exp
[
−i2pi
λ
√
d2 + (x− ξ)2 + (y − η)2
]
√
d2 + (x− ξ)2 + (y − η)2 , (2.17)
with the cos θ ≈ 1 approximation as usual. The discrete version of the impulse
function immediately follows:
h(k, l) =
i
λ
exp
[
−i2pi
λ
√
d2 + (k − Nx
2
)2∆x2 + (l − Ny
2
)2∆y2
]
√
d2 + (k − Nx
2
)2∆x2 + (l − Ny
2
)2∆y2
. (2.18)
In this equation a shift of the coordinates by Nx/2, Ny/2 are done to use the co-
ordinate system on the left in Fig. 2.1. Convolution operation can be carried out
using double sum but it has computational load of O(N4). Since according to the
convolution theorem the convolution of two functions can be calculated using Fourier
transform. Convolution operation is equal to the inverse Fourier transform of the
product of each function’s individual Fourier transforms. Then one can also calcu-
late the diffracted field as:
U(m,n) = S {FFT −1 [FFT (U0(k, l))FFT (h(k, l))]} (2.19)
The complexity of the DFT (FFT) based approach is on the order of three FFT
calculations instead of O(N4) of direct linear convolution approach. Also number
of FFT operations can be reduced by one if one can calculate the DFT of h(k, l)
analytically.
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In addition to the complexity there is another conceptual difference between direct
linear convolution approach and the convolution with FFT approach. The size of
diffraction pattern calculated by direct linear convolution is (2N−1)×(2N−1) pixels
for input object size ofN×N pixels and the centralN×N pixels of the resultant image
is the actual result. However in FFT based convolution approach if there is nothing
done prior to the FFT, the convolution operation with FFT will not produce (2N −
1)×(2N−1) pixels image but N×N pixels image. This is because the FFT operation
is cyclic and the result will be the circular convolution of two functions, however what
we need is the linear convolution of them. To properly carry out the linear convolution
operation input image has to be padded with zeros to bring the input image size to
(2N − 1)× (2N − 1) pixels (similarly the size of h(k, l) has to be padded with zeroes
to bring the size of h(k, l) to (2N − 1)× (2N − 1) pixels. Then the calculation with
FFT method will produce again (2N − 1) × (2N − 1) pixel image result and again
the central N × N portion of the image is the actual result. Then computational
complexity of the convolution method with FFT is O [(2N − 1)2log2(2N − 1)].
If we compare Fresnel transform and the convolution method there is a funda-
mental difference in the pixel sizes. In convolution approach the reconstructed pixel
size is equal to the input pixel size, i.e.;
∆ξ = ∆x and ∆η = ∆y,
whereas in Fresnel approximation the pixel sizes are different on the object plane and
the recording plane as can be deduced from Eq. 2.5. This means that the reconstruc-
tion of the a hologram with convolution approach could be magnified or demagnified
version of the one calculated by Fresnel approximation [54]. Since the pixel dimen-
sions do not change with the convolution approach, the reconstruction size is constant
over distance d and this property finds applications in numerical reconstruction of
holograms of particle distribution in transparent mediums [54].
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2.2 Numerical Results
In this section we present comparative reconstruction results for experimentally recorded
holograms and calculations for CGH’s of computer synthesized objects using Fres-
nel transform and the convolution approach. In the experimental set up, a 30 mW
HeNe laser light is divided in to two arms and one arm is passed through a pinhole
and collimated to be assumed as a plane wave which is used as reference wave. An
off-axis hologram of a dice placed approximately 89 cm away from the CCD array is
recorded. The CCD had a (1534× 1024) array of 9µm× 9µm size pixels. Figure 2.2
shows the actual recorded hologram, numerical reconstructed amplitude and phase of
the holograms at a reconstruction distance of 89 cm. The first reconstruction result
is calculated by Eq. 2.7 by taking the summation limits starting from 0 to Nx and
Ny. The second and the third hologram reconstruction results were calculated by the
corrected versions of the discrete diffraction equations, namely by using Eq. 2.14 and
Eq. 2.15 respectively. As it is clearly seen from these images, uncorrected form of the
equation produces incorrect view of the object wave; the location of object wave, its
conjugate and the location of the zero order waves are shifted. At first sight it might
seem that with some shifting operation correct view can be obtained and there is no
information is lost due to cyclic property of discrete Fourier transform. The following
example will show that this may be true only in cases where the quadrature terms are
insignificant otherwise there will be a visible distortion in the reconstructed images.
We know that evaluating the diffraction integral using Eq. 2.9 will result a spatial
shift in the observation plane. Hence one can say that if we use the diffraction integral
two times in succession - first to calculate the CGH and second to calculate the recon-
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Figure 2.2: (a) 1534 × 1024 pixels hologram of a dice recorded in off-line configu-
ration with a 30 mW HeNe laser. The pixel dimensions are 9µm × 9µm and the
object distance d is 89 cm. (b) Amplitude and phase of the reconstructed hologram
that is computed using Eq. 2.9. The image of the object is not at the right place.
(c) Amplitude and phase of the reconstructed hologram by Method 1, using Eq. 2.14
and finally, (d) Amplitude and phase of the reconstructed hologram by Method 2,
using Eq. 2.15. Last two methods produce exactly the same results as expected. Note
that the actual pixel dimensions in the reconstructed image is different (ratio of ver-
tical-pixel size to horizontal-pixel size is 1534/1024) as given by Eq. 2.5 which means
that the physical size of the reconstructed holograms is same in both vertical and
horizontal directions. Here we show the pixel values so the reconstructed holograms
look like the same size as the hologram.
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struction result - we will have the recorded object image in correct spatial locations
since the FFT operation is cyclic. This justification might seem correct but we will
see in the following example that object image is at the correct place but there are
errors in the result. In this example, a planar picture is numerically propagated using
Fresnel transform and its CGH is created by adding a uniform plane wave to the ob-
ject wave. Then zero-order image is filtered using phase shifting and then the filtered
hologram is reconstructed. Reconstruction results for different recording distances
are shown in Fig 2.3. In this figure, reconstruction results calculated using the cor-
rect version of the diffraction equation (Eq. 2.15) and by using Eq. 2.9 are shown on
the top and bottom row subfigures respectively. At d = 1.0m reconstruction results
with the correct or uncorrect versions of the Fresnel transform seems not to differ.
At shorter reconstruction distances (d = 0.9m and d = 0.8m) again objects appear
at the correct locations but there are severe distortions on the image calculated using
uncorrected version. The corrected version gives clean virtual images at all distances.
In a different simulation far field patterns calculated by the corrected discrete
Fresnel transform and the far field patterns calculated by the convolution method
are compared. Convolution calculations are implemented via FFT routines and as it
was previously explained. The calculated field dimensions in the observation plane
changes according to Eq. 2.5 for the Fresnel transform, but it does not change for the
convolution method. For example in Fig. 2.4 a 256×256 image with pixel dimensions
of 30µm× 30µm is taken as the object and it is propagated using Fresnel transform
and the convolution method. The same calculation for the previous 256× 256 image
is carried out again but it is padded with zeros up to dimensions of 512 × 512. The
simulation results can be seen in the Fig. 2.5.
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Figure 2.3: An example of computer generated holography. From the 512 × 512
planar object shown (Yumos¸, the cat with a hat) in (a) off-axis holograms were cal-
culated using Fresnel diffraction equation at three different distances with a reference
wave that has 0.3◦ angle with both transverse axes. The pixel dimension of the image
is taken as 40µm× 40µm. Then using phase shift holography method to remove the
zero order term object is reconstructed where (b), (c), and (d) shows the magnitude
of reconstructed holograms. Left column is calculated by using the correct version of
the diffraction equation (Eq. 2.15) and the right column is calculated using Eq. 2.9.
As the distance decreases the effect of the quadrature terms become more significant
and it is the reason for the distortion seen in the bottom row images.
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Figure 2.4: (a) A (256 by 256) input image, pixel dimensions are assumed to be
30µm×30µm. (b) Far field magnitude and phase plots for d = 1m calculated by the
correct discrete Fresnel equation, pixel size 82µm × 82µm, (c) Far field magnitude
and phase plots for d = 1m calculated by the convolution approach (Eq. 2.19). In
convolution calculation zeroes are padded around the image to prevent the aliasing as
it is explained in the text, here we show the central 256× 256 pixels of the resulting
image. We see ≈ 82/30 times magnified portion of the far field distribution with the
convolution approach as expected. For this example with a 1.75 GHz Pentium PC,
discrete Fresnel approximation calculation by FFT takes ≈ 0.22 sec, convolution via
FFT takes ≈ 1.48 sec and direct convolution is ≈ 30 sec (not shown) using Matlab
software.
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Figure 2.5: (a) A (512 by 512) input image, pixel dimensions are assumed to be
30µm×30µm. (b) Far field magnitude and phase plots for d = 1m calculated by the
correct discrete Fresnel equation, pixel size 41µm × 41µm, (c) Far field magnitude
and phase plots for d = 1m calculated by the convolution approach (Eq. 2.19). In
convolution calculation zeroes are padded around the image to prevent the aliasing
as it is explained in the text, here we show that the central 512 × 512 pixels of the
resulting image. We see ≈ 41/30 times magnified portion of the far field distribu-
tion with the convolution approach as expected. For this example with a 1.75 GHz
Pentium PC, discrete Fresnel approximation calculation by FFT takes ≈ 0.89 sec,
convolution via FFT takes ≈ 11 sec and direct convolution is ≈ 480 sec (not shown)
using Matlab software.
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3 A METHOD FOR COMPUTER
GENERATED HOLOGRAPHY
In the previous chapter, Fresnel transform and convolution method are given as two
methods for reconstruction of digital holograms. Also these methods are used to
calculate the CGH of the cat picture in Fig. 2.3. The picture was a 2D data but for
various applications CGH’s of computer synthesized 3D objects is required. Hence it
is important to find fast and accurate methods to calculate object wave distributions
at a distance so the computer generated holograms of objects. In this chapter a liter-
ature survey of existing methods is presented and then they are compared in terms of
computational complexity. Later a simple, approximate but a fast method -which we
call Planar Layers Method (PLM)- is proposed. PLM is compared with the revised
methods in terms of speed and an error analysis is carried out to explore its accuracy.
To calculate the diffraction pattern of a 3D object on a finite hologram aperture,
intuitive idea will be to calculate the wave field contribution of each point of the ob-
ject using discretized Rayleigh-Sommerfeld equation (Eq. 2.1) and then to superpose
the results. For discrete implementation of Eq. 2.1, object plane and the hologram
plane must be sampled. When the object points are bounded and sampled over an
N×N grid there will be N2 components to be propagated. Similarly if the recording
plane is bounded - hologram aperture in our case - and sampled with an N ×N grid
then computational complexity of overall calculation will be O(N4). This method is
called pointwise propagatio method (PPM) [57] and it does not make any approxi-
mations, therefore result of this method will be taken as the reference for accuracy.
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As previously explained diffraction can be modeled as a linear system. Hence we
have represented diffraction as a convolution operation in Eq. 2.16 with its impulse
response as in Eq. 2.17. The convolution operation can be implemented efficiently
by FFT routines as in Eq. 2.19. For this equation, possibility of precalculating the
Fourier transform of the free-space impulse response will reduce one of the Fourier
transform operations. Then for an N × N sample, knowing that the complexity of
the 2D Fourier transform is O(N2 logN), the complexity of this equation will be
2O(N2 logN)+2O(N2) [58]. Here we should note that in order to avoid aliasing, in-
put object intensity distribution and the free space impulse response must be padded
with zeros up to the size of the convolution operation, i.e. (2N − 1)× (2N − 1) and
then central N ×N portion of the image will be our actual result.
Another system level approach to diffraction is called the angular spectrummethod.
In this method angular spectrum components of the input object wave and differ-
ent operations such as rotation, shift or tilt in the space is considered. Basically
angular spectrum is the Fourier domain representation of the signals. The method
is introduced by Ganci in order to calculate the diffraction pattern of a slit between
parallel planes as usual, but the wave has a tilt with respect to planes [59]. Later
Patorski calculated the diffraction patterns between plane apertures when only the
source plane has a tilt [60]. Both of these methods use Fraunhofer approximation.
Rabal [61] introduced utilization of Fourier transform and Leseberg [62, 63] intro-
duced usage of Fresnel approximation for the field calculations of tilted planes. Later
the studies in this area are advanced by Tomassi and Bianco’s works in which they
set up a connection between plane wave spectrums of rotated planes and its appli-
cations in CGH [64–66]. Then Delen and Hooker lifted up the Fraunhofer and the
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Fresnel approximation limitations and come out with a method for full-scalar diffrac-
tion [67]. Matsushima et. al. used various interpolation algorithms to setup the
same full-scalar diffraction relation [68]. Esmer made extensions to Delen’s method
for diffraction pattern calculation between arbitrarily oriented planes [57].
Basics of the angular spectrum method is well explained in [53] with different
examples. The bases of the method is to represent signals in frequency domain and
do the propagation, rotation and shift operations in this domain accordingly. More
specifically, a wave at z = 0 plane denoted by U0(x0, y0, 0) can be represented in
frequency domain as:
A (νx, νy, 0) =
∞∫
−∞
∞∫
−∞
U0(x0, y0, 0) exp [−j2pi (νxx+ νyy)] dx dy
= F {U0(x0, y0, 0)} ,
(3.1)
where νx = α/λ, νy = β/λ are spatial frequencies and α, β are the directional cosines
of the plane wave. The wave at another plane at a distance d is:
A (νx, νy, d) = A (νx, νy, 0) exp
[
j 2pid
√
1/λ2 − ν2x − ν2y
]
. (3.2)
A good feature of the angular spectrum method is that rotations and shifts in the
object plane or in the recording plane can be done easily by adding necessary kernel
to the Eq. 3.2. This allows calculation of the object wave between arbitrarily ori-
ented object and recording planes without adding any computational complexity to
2O(N2 logN) + 2O(N2).
The methods described up to now are the exact calculations of the wave propaga-
tion. However, in general the distance between the object and the recording plane is
much larger than the lateral dimensions of the object which calls utilization of Fresnel
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transform. The importance of the Fresnel transform comes from its fast evaluation
property. Computational complexity comes from calculation of the quadratic terms
inside and outside the Fourier transform, element by element matrix multiplication
and Fourier transform. Hence complexity of the method is O(N2 log2N) + 2O(N2).
Present form of the Fresnel transform is applicable only to planar objects not for 3D
objects. Here we propose the Planar Layers Method (PLM) which utilizes the fast
nature of Fresnel transform to calculate the diffraction pattern of any 3D object. The
method will be explained in the next section and compared with the PPM in terms
of computational time and accuracy.
As it is previously stated Fresnel transform will give correct results at distances
where Fresnel approximation holds. This limitation is surpassed by a method based
on fractional Fourier transform [69] and it is generalized for a wide range of integrals
in [70]. Like the Fourier transform and the fractional Fourier transform, a connection
between wavelet transform and the wave propagation is established in the litera-
ture [47, 71, 72]. There are also methods that focus on specific cases. For example
in [73] the wave equation is solved in cylindrical coordinates and the propagation of
cylindrical, conical and helical waves are described. Furthermore Rosen considered
the case of reconstructing a computer-generated hologram to a curved surface [74].
A different approach is derived by Matsushima for computer generated holograms of
objects that has shade and texture [52].
3.1 Planar Layers Method (PLM)
The methods described up to now leads to a search for a method that is fast like
the Fresnel transform and precise like pointwise calculation. The PLM we propose
here utilizes the fast nature of the Fresnel transform and it is an approximation to
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the pointwise propagation method. In the PLM we represent 3D objects by discrete
planar layers -all perpendicular to the recording plane- where each layer has a depth
value and a transparency such that when the layer transparencies are added up
the result will be the 2D view of the object from the recording plane perspective.
Hence any 3D object is represented by an intensity map and a depth map as shown
in Fig. 3.1. For each distance value intensity values of the object are taken and the
remaining parts of the layer is padded with zero up to the dimensions of the recording
plane as shown in the lower part of the Fig. 3.1. Then it is possible to propagate
each layer’s field using Fresnel transform and since the wave propagation is a linear
system, superposition of the fields should give the same result with the PPM.
Intensity Map Depth Map
z= 0.73 m
z= 0.72 m
z= 0.71 m
z= 0.70 m
x
y
zz= 0.72 m
z= 0.73 m
z= 0.71 m
z= 0.70 m
Perspective View
x
y z
x
y
z
Figure 3.1: Perspective view of a simple pyramid. For this pyramid intensity map
and depth map that is seen from z-axis is shown. In order to propagate using PLM,
for each depth value (z = 0.70, 0.71, 0.72, 0.73) corresponding intensity values are
taken from intensity map and the remaining parts are padded with zeros.
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3.2 Numerical Results
A more complicated example is shown in Fig. 3.1 where a cube covered with USAF
resolution chart is used as an object. The cube is rotated by 45◦ in both x and
y axes in the counter clockwise direction and viewed from the +z direction. For
that perspective, intensity map and depth map is shown in the same figure. Depth
map contains M = 202 unique distance values from nearest to farthest point of the
cube hence we will have 202 layers to be propagated. Nearest point of the cube is
at d = 0.7m and farthest point is at d = 0.7071m. Dimensions of the cube are
5.9mm × 5.9mm × 5.9mm. The recording plane is sampled by 512 × 512 with
pixel dimension of 30µm by 30µm. In Fig. 3.2 magnitudes of the object waves that
are calculated using the PPM (UPPM) and the PLM (UPLM) are shown. There is
no noticeable difference but proper error analysis is done by calculating the mean-
squared-error (MSE) between UPPM and UPLM . MSE is calculated using:
MSE =
N∑
m=1
N∑
n=1
(|UPLM(m,n)| − |UPPM(m,n)|)2
N2
(3.3)
The MSE mainly originates from the Fresnel approximation but it is 0.54% for the
cube which is considerably small.
In complexity calculation of the PLM there are two main factors that has contri-
bution: Fresnel transform and the quadratic phase terms. Therefore computational
complexity of the PLM will be M [2O(N2) +O(N2 logN)] for an object represented
by M layers over an N ×N grid whereas it was O(N4) for the PPM. If the number
of object points is not N2, say No then the complexity calculation for the PPM must
revised to O(NoN2). The simulation of the pyramid in Fig. 3.2 is done using Matlab
software on a 3 GHz Xeon quadcore PC. Simulation using PPM takes around 139
hours, whereas it takes just 718 seconds with the PLM.
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Figure 3.2: (a) A cube that is covered with USAF resolution chart with dimensions
of 5.9mm× 5.9mm× 5.9mm. It is rotated by 45◦ in x and y axes. (b) Depth map
for the cube. There are 202 unique depth values where nearest point is at d = 0.7m
and farthest point is at d = 0.7071m. (c) Object wave of the cube calculated using
PPM. (d) Object wave that is calculated using PLM. Visually they are quite same
but a more proper error analysis is done in the text.
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Figure 3.3: Reconstruction results at d=0.7 meter for the holograms generated by
(a) PPM and (b) PLM
Here we give the reconstruction results for the holograms calculated using the
PPM and the PLM. Holograms are formed by adding plane reference wave to each
of the object waves with a slight angle to simulate the off-axis scenario. Zero-order
noise is filtered using phase-shifting [19, 38] and holograms are reconstructed. The
result is shown in Fig. 3.3 where only the real images are shown, conjugate images
are cropped out.
The PLM is explained in detail for 3D imaging up to now. Apart from 3D imag-
ing, holography can be used in interferometric testing applications such as surface
deflection measurements and vibration analysis. In chapter 5 evaluation of the holo-
grams of deflected or vibrating surfaces using the PLM will be given and simulation
results will be compared with the experimental results.
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4 HOLOGRAPHIC RECORDING
WITHOUT A SEPARATE REFERENCE
WAVE
In a generic holography setup we split the laser illumination into two arms and one
is used to illuminate the object and the other one is used as the reference wave after
expanding and collimating it. To record a high quality hologram we need to have a
good interference. This can be achieved if the difference between the path lengths
traveled by the object wave and the reference wave is within the coherence length of
the laser. Hence pathlength equalization procedure is an important step in hologram
recording. Here we present a method to simplify the pathlength equalization step
that relies on creating a reference wave from the reflected object wave. Therefore we
do not need to split the laser beam into two arms or a separate reference arm, i. e. we
directly illuminate the object. Since reference wave is generated from the object wave
itself, desired pathlength equalization of the object wave and the reference wave is
done automatically. This makes possible to record holograms of objects at arbitrary
distances with the same holography setup.
Reference wave in our setup is a plane wave hence if someone wants to create a
plane reference wave from a distorted wavefront, s/he must filter the high frequency
component on the wavefront and take only the DC component. In the literature there
is some related work on this subject: For example in reference [75] an object beam is
split into three different waves and the zero order is filtered with a pinhole. Afterwards
first order waves are allowed to interfere with the filtered zero order term. However,
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in their experiments there is already reference wave present in the object wave since
they used an object in transmission mode which only partially covers the laser beam.
One other reference [76] considers a holographic recording without a reference beam
but here it is assumed that object have some arbitrary set of coherently luminous
points. Also another reference [77] mentions local reference beam generation from
the object wave using a pinhole filter however their experimental result is not clear
since their object wave already contains reference wave as they used an aperture
as the object in transmission holography. Finally in another reference [78], reference
beam free recording of holograms are presented but this is a special case where object
is placed ”suitably close” to the hologram plate and it is irrelevant to our method
presented here.
4.1 Experimental Setup
Spatial filtering is generally done using a pinhole system in an optical setup. We
can not create a good plane reference wave using the pinhole system unless there is
a notable DC reflection from the object. However our method uses a single mode
optical fiber as the spatial filter. The waves coming to the optical fiber will couple
in if its incidence angle is smaller than the numerical aperture of the fiber. In our
method we use a single mode fiber hence the higher order modes die out and only
the principal mode which is a perfect Gaussian beam propagates along the fiber and
available at the exit. This Gaussian beam is then expanded and can be used as the
plane reference wave.
The experimental setup for the method is shown in Fig. 4.1. This is a modified
version of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer which uses two beam-splitters to divide
and combine the wave. The object is illuminated directly with the expanded laser
light and the light diffracted from the object is split into two with the first beam-
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Figure 4.1: Setup for recording holograms without a separate reference wave. Lens
1 and Lens 2 and a pinhole (PH) is used for cleaning up and enlarging the laser beam.
The object wave is split with a beamsplitter (BS1) and one of the beams is focused
into a single mode fiber with a lens (L3). At the exit end of the fiber is the reference
wave and it is converted to a plane wave with another lens (L4). The resultant refer-
ence wave is combined over a second beamsplitter (BS2)-rotated slightly for off-axis
hologram recording- with the other part of the object beam routed around with two
mirrors (M1 and M2). Two combined waves are allowed to interfere at the CCD and
the interference intensity is recorded. Note that there is a variable attenuator (VA)
in the path of the object beam after the first beam splitter in order to equalize powers
in the reference wave and the object wave to maximize the interference pattern as it
is explained in the text.
splitter. One of the arms is focused using a lens to a single mode fiber and the exiting
light is collimated using another lens. This is a plane wave with Gaussian profile which
can be used as the reference wave. This reference wave is interfered with the other
half of the object wave at the second beam-splitter. The resulting interference pattern
is recorded using a CCD camera which is our hologram. Pathlength equalization will
be automatically satisfied if pathlenghts between two beam-splitters are matched as
it can be seen from figure.
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4.2 Results
Using this experimental setup holograms are recorded without separate reference
wave. In the setup a 30 mW HeNe laser is used as the light source. The object is
illuminated with that light source after expanding it enough to cover the object. Two
coins that one of them partially occludes the other is used as the object at a distance
of 140 cm from the CCD. The diffracted object wave is split into two beams with a
35mm cube beam splitter and one of the beams is focused with a lens (f = 75mm)
to a single mode fiber (single mode at 632.8nm). Fiber length was kept at 30 cm
which was long enough to work comfortably with and it was long enough to let the
higher order modes die out. Another lens with a focal length of f = 75mm is used
at the exit of the fiber to convert the point source like radiation to a plane reference
wave. The power of the reference beam for this experiment measured approximately
as 7nW . The profile of the produced reference wave is shown in Fig. 4.2. It is a
Gaussian distribution as expected. Even more when we take a cut from this profile,
the result is as shown in Fig. 4.2 with blue. We can fit a Gaussian function to this
distribution such as the one shown in red.
Since there is substantial power loss in the path through the single mode fiber
power equalization between interfering waves is needed. Therefore a variable attenua-
tor is used on the object beam path. The power ratio between the reference wave and
the object wave in an interferometer is equal to unity to have the maximum fringe
contrast, where as it is more than unity in holography. In holography rule thumb
power ratio is generally equal to four in order to minimize the first order diffraction.
Returning to the plane wave that we obtained after the collimating lens, this wave
is used as the reference wave and it is combined with the other half of the object
wave over a 35mm cube beam splitter. The combined waves fall onto a CCD which
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Figure 4.2: a) 1534 × 1024 pixels hologram of the two coins recorded in of-
f-axis configuration with a 30 mW HeNe laser. The pixel dimensions of the CCD
are 9µm × 9µm. b) Magnitude of the reconstructed hologram at a distance of
d = 140 cm. It is clearly seen that the hologram of two coins are reconstructed
successfully, zero order and the conjugate image is also apparent. Note that the re-
constructed image is also 1534 × 1024 pixels but the pixel dimensions are different
so that its actual shape becomes a square. Since from the Fresnel diffraction the-
ory the pixel dimensions in the reconstructed image is: λd/Nx∆x = 45.8µm and
λd/Ny∆y = 68.6µm for the horizontal and vertical directions where Nx = 1534
and Ny = 1024 are the number of pixels in the horizontal and vertical directions,
∆x = ∆y = 9µm and d is the object to CCD distance.
had a (1534 × 1024) array of 9µm × 9µm size pixels and the resultant interference
intensity is recorded as the hologram. Fig. 4.3 shows the actual recorded hologram
and numerically reconstructed magnitude of the hologram at a distance of 140 cm.
It is clearly seen in this figure that the hologram is recorded and reconstructed suc-
cessfully with this method. Once the pathlength equalization is done this holography
setup can be used to capture the holograms of any object at arbitrary distances like
a point-and-shoot holographic camera.
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Figure 4.3: a) 1534 × 1024 pixels hologram of the two coins recorded in of-
f-axis configuration with a 30 mW HeNe laser. The pixel dimensions of the CCD
are 9µm × 9µm. b) Magnitude of the reconstructed hologram at a distance of
d = 140 cm. It is clearly seen that the hologram of two coins are reconstructed
successfully, zero order and the conjugate image is also apparent. Note that the re-
constructed image is also 1534 × 1024 pixels but the pixel dimensions are different
so that its actual shape becomes a square. Since from the Fresnel diffraction the-
ory the pixel dimensions in the reconstructed image is: λd/Nx∆x = 45.8µm and
λd/Ny∆y = 68.6µm for the horizontal and vertical directions where Nx = 1534
and Ny = 1024 are the number of pixels in the horizontal and vertical directions,
∆x = ∆y = 9µm and d is the object to CCD distance.
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5 HOLOGRAPHIC
INTERFEROMETER AND
MICROPHONE ARRAY SYSTEM FOR
IMAGING AND ANALYSIS OF
VIBRATING SURFACES
With the invention of laser, along with its 3D imaging applications interferometric
testing feature of holography is utilized more. Surface deflection measurements and
vibration analysis are carried out using holographic interferometry [8–10]. Without
any contact to the surface precise analysis is possible. Hence it is preferred in situa-
tions where surface characteristic can be affected by contact measurement techniques.
Also it should be noted that, with a single holographic capture a surface can be an-
alyzed completely. This is an important advancement over pointwise measurement
techniques such as measurement with accelerometers and ranging techniques.
In this chapter, holographic deflection measurement technique is explained first.
Surface deflection simulations with the PLM and the experimental results are also
presented. Later vibration analysis with holographic interferometry is explained and
PLM method is revisited to simulate the vibrations. Using the holographic interfer-
ometer it is possible to detect and image vibration amplitudes on the order wave-
length of the light that is used in recording. Lastly a commonly used principle -
acoustic vibration analysis - is introduced. Acoustic vibration analysis is done using
a microphone array, hence microphone array signal processing is explained briefly.
Acoustic analysis is given here, because we think that it can be a complementary
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technique to holographic testing in the analysis of vibrations with large amplitudes.
A combination of the systems would give analysis capability in a broad vibration am-
plitude range which is a desired testing technique for companies. To our knowledge
this type of hybrid system is not designed in the literature. This chapter ends with
experimental results obtained using the hybrid system.
5.1 Holographic Deflection Measurement
Holographic deflection measurement basically relies on phase difference of the de-
flected and the undeflected states of a surface. Hence in general, two holograms of
the surface is taken; one is before the deflection and one is after the deflection. Then
difference of these two holograms is reconstructed. Lets now consider the mathemat-
ical explanation of the technique.
Assume a surface with initial phase φ0(x, y) which is deflected and observed from
the directions θe and θo with respect to surface normal as shown in Fig. 5.1. If the
surface is deflected by a small magnitude of ∆d, amplitude of the wave propagating
from the surface will remain unchanged, however phase will change as follows:
U (x0, y0) = |U (x0, y0)| exp
{
−j
[
φ0(x, y) +
2pi
λ
∆d (cos θe + cos θo)
]}
. (5.1)
It is seen from equation (5.1) that object wave will have the same phase when:
2pi
λ
∆d (cos θe + cos θo) = 2pim, (5.2)
where m is an integer. For most cases, surface is deflected and observed from the
surface normal (cos θe+cos θo ≈ 2) thus displacement magnitudes of ∆d = mλ/2 will
have the same phase with the undeflected surface. Therefore, when the difference of
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deflected and undeflected surface holograms is reconstructed we will observe a fringe
pattern with dark and bright regions. In this fringe pattern, dark regions will corre-
spond to the areas where deflection magnitude is a multiple of λ/2.
5.1.1 Simulation Results
For a deflected surface with known deflection magnitude if someone want to know
what will the holographic measurement result will look like, computer simulations will
be very informative. At this point, from the PLM perspective there is no difference
between a 3D object and a deflected surface. In order to simulate surface deflections
using PLM, again it is needed to represent the deflected surface with planar layers
and then calculate the hologram. As an example assume a circular surface with a
radius of 2.5 cm which is clamped from its perimeter and perturbed from its center
with a small deflection of ∆d = λ/2 as shown in Figure 5.1.(a). Deflected surface
is discretized into planar layers and padded with zeros as shown in the figure. Each
layer with the intensity pattern shown in Figure 5.1.(c) is propagated, superposed
and interfered with a reference wave that has 0.6◦ angle to each transversal axis
and a hologram is recorded. From this hologram, the undeflected surface hologram
is subtracted and the difference hologram is reconstructed. In order to increase
visibility, the zero order term is filtered using phase shifting and the real image is
cropped out. From the figure, we can see that clamped perimeter of the surface where
there is no phase difference is dark in the reconstruction result as expected. There is
a dark-bright-dark transition as we move from perimeter to center and center is dark
as expected since the deflection magnitude at the center is a integer multiple of λ/2.
Below the reconstruction result a cut from the center is shown.
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Figure 5.1: (a) A circular surface is deflected from its center to the direction θe and
observed from direction θo. (b) Deflection magnitude of ∆d = λ/2 is represented by
128 layer. In the figure only 8 layers are shown. (c) Layer by layer representation
of the surface is shown with the intensity profiles of three layers. First layer has a
circular intensity profile and rest of the layers have gradually increasing ring shaped
intensity profiles. (d) There is one dark-bright-dark transition as explained in the
text since the deflection magnitude is ∆d = λ/2. A cut from the center is also shown
and there are distortions on the left part due to real image term.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Holographic deflection recording scheme, (c) Photograph of the ex-
perimental setup (He-Ne: Laser, M: Mirror, BS: Beam splitter, CCD: CCD Camera).
5.1.2 Experimental Results
For deflection measurement the holographic interferometry setup shown in Figure 5.2
is constructed. In this setup, an elastic surface with thickness 70µm is stretched and
glued to the front side of a circular loudspeaker with diameter of 58mm. A single
polarized 30mW He-Ne laser at wavelength 632.8nm is used as the coherent light
source and a MegaPlus 1.6i camera with 1534× 1024 pixels with pixel dimensions of
9µm × 9µm is used as the recording device. The distance between the surface and
the camera is 0.7m and the photograph of the overall experimental setup can be seen
in Figure 5.2.
In the experiment, holograms of the surface at undeflected and deflected states
are recorded. In first case, surface is deflected by 3µm, which is approximately equal
to ∆d = 3µm/632.8nm ≈ 5λ. Reconstructed image for this experiment is shown in
Figure 5.3(a) where 10 fringes can be counted from perimeter to the center meaning
that the deflection amplitude is 5λ. When same deflection is simulated with the PLM,
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we get the result as in Figure 5.3(b). From this figure again 10 fringes can be seen as
in the experimental result. Another experimental result for a deflection of 5µm ≈ 8λ
is seen in Figure 5.3(c) and corresponding simulation result in Figure 5.3(d).
5.2 Holographic Vibration Analysis
The methods developed for holographic vibration analysis [8] at early stages were
advanced by electronic reconstruction of the holograms and displaying them with a
TV set [9, 79–83]. These tools are replaced by CCD cameras and computers after
the rapid development in digital electronics technology [84]. Apart from difference
in technology, there are different methods offered depending on the amplitude [85]
and exposure type [84]. One of the methods among them is double-exposure time-
averaged holographic interferometry where the exposure time is much longer than
the vibration period. In this method two holograms of the surface is recorded, one
of them while surface is stationary and one is while the surface is vibrating. At the
last step difference of these two holograms is taken and reconstructed [9]. Now lets
explain the mathematical formulation of the holographic vibration recording.
For the double-exposure time-averaged holographic interferometry assuming a
surface is vibrating with frequency f , the object wave profile reflected from the surface
will be:
U0(x0, y0, t) = a0(x0, y0) cos (2pift+ φ0(x0, y0)), (5.3)
where a0(x0, y0) is the amplitude and φ0(x0, y0) is the initial phase distribution of the
surface displacement. If a hologram of the surface is recorded, then the reconstructed
image intensity I(x, y) is proportional to [9]:
I(x, y) ∝ I0(x0, y0)J20 [(2pi/λ) a0(x0, y0) (cos θe + cos θo)] , (5.4)
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Figure 5.3: (a) Experimental result and (b) simulation result for deflection magni-
tude of 3µm ≈ 5λ; there are 10 fringes from perimeter to center. (c) Experimental
result and (d) simulation result for deflection magnitude 5µm ≈ 8λ; there are 16
fringes from perimeter to center.
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where I0(x0, y0) = |U0(x0, y0)|2 is the surface intensity at rest and J0 is the Bessel
function of first kind at zeroth order [83]. Generally, angles between vibration di-
rection and observation direction is small (cos θe + cos θo ≈ 2) hence the surface
intensity is modulated mainly with Bessel function. Therefore when the difference
of the vibrating surface hologram and the non-vibrating surface hologram is taken,
nodal lines of the surface will be brighter than rest of the image since nodal lines have
no displacement and they correspond to J20 (0). As the vibration amplitude increases
the reconstructed hologram intensity will start to have fringes. Brighter parts will
correspond to the local maximums of J20 (which corresponds to vibration amplitudes
of 3.8λ/4pi, 7.0λ/4pi, 10.2λ/4pi, 13.3λ/4pi, so and so forth) and dark regions will cor-
respond to the local minimums of J20 . Then if we know the region that correspond
to J20 , we can find the amplitude of the vibration by counting the fringes. Even if
we do not know the regions for J20 , holographic analysis will have much information.
From any holographic reconstruction result we can determine the regions with large
vibration amplitudes compared to the region with small vibration amplitudes. The
regions with large vibration amplitudes will have narrow fringe spacing where as re-
gions with small vibration amplitudes will have wider fringe spacing.
5.2.1 Simulation Results
Simulation of a vibrating surface can also be done using the PLM with properly han-
dling the situation. If a surface is vibrating at its resonance frequency then it will
have a steady mode shape. Hence knowing the vibration amplitude and mode num-
ber, we can calculate the holographic vibration analysis result. To do so for a given
mode number, amplitude of the vibration is modulated with the Bessel function as in
Eq. 5.4. Then simply we can use the result as the 3D input object for the PLM. As in
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Figure 5.4: Holograms of the vibrating surfaces are recorded with PLM method for
resonant mode (a) u12 and (b) u21. Nodal lines are bright and as vibration amplitude
increases fringing occur due to the behavior of the Bessel function.
the previous examples, discretization, zero-padding, propagation and then hologram
recording steps are followed.
Simulations for the vibration analysis are done for the same circular surface as in
deflection measurement. Two different resonant modes of the surface is simulated:
1) u12 mode in which rotationally there is one zero crossing and radially there are
two zero crossings,
2) u21 mode in which rotationally there are two zero crossings and radially there is
one zero crossing.
It can be seen from the simulation results in Figure 5.4 that the intensity is bright
on the perimeter and at the nodal lines where vibration amplitude is zero. As we
move from perimeter or a nodal line to areas of higher vibration amplitude, fringing
occurs in accordance with the Bessel function.
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5.2.2 Experimental Results
Vibration experiments are performed with the loudspeaker setup that was previ-
ously used in deflection experiments. The loudspeaker has resistance of 4Ω and it is
driven over a series 47Ω resistor with a sine wave of amplitude 100mV at two dif-
ferent resonant frequencies - 647Hz and 1290Hz -and two holograms of the surface
are captured with an exposure time of 150ms. Figure 5.5 shows the reconstructed
difference of two exposures. From the results it is seen that the surface over the
loudspeaker is not symmetric rotationally or radially (the tension of the membrane is
not quite uniform). Hence fringe profiles obtained in the experiments are not exactly
same with the simulations. However intensity is high at perimeter and at nodal lines
as expected. Also fringing can be seen as we move away from perimeter and nodal
lines. If we compare the result in 647Hz and 1290Hz we can conclude that we have
higher vibration amplitude in 647Hz since we have narrower fringe spacing.
Figure 5.5: The loudspeaker (the same loudspeaker setup as in the deflection mea-
surements) has resistance of 4Ω and it is driven over a series 47Ω resistor with a
sine wave of amplitude 100mV at two different resonant frequencies (a)647Hz and
(b)1290Hz. Since the surface over the loudspeaker is not exactly rotationally or
radially symmetric resulting fringes are not radially or rotationally symmetric.
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5.3 Acoustic Vibration Analysis
In the previous section we have seen that vibration modes of a surface can be captured
with a holographic interferometry system. Microphone arrays are other commonly
used tools in vibration analysis. Hence here we briefly explain the principles of mi-
crophone arrays and signal processing in microphone arrays [86,87].
A microphone array stands for a set of microphones positioned in a specific orien-
tation to collect sound data from the environment. They are used for teleconferencing,
multi-party communications, robotic hearing, high-quality audio recordings, acoustic
scene analysis, hearing aids and testing applications with ever increasing application
areas. In the microphone array signal processing, first direction of arrival (DOA)
or time difference of arrival (TDOA) is found to localize sound sources. From the
reverse perspective DOA or TDOA corresponds to maximizing the main lobe of the
directivity pattern of the microphone array in the sound source direction hence this
is also called beamforming. Beam forming is done in a two step process: In the first
step called sycronization, wavefronts of the arriving signals is equalized that results
steering of the beam in different angles. In the next step called weight-and-sum,
beam width of the main lobe, characteristics of the side lobes and nulls are deter-
mined. Important step in the beam forming is the selection of weighting coefficients.
Coefficients can be selected before measurement or they can be adapted during the
measurement to track a sound source. We conclude our review on microphone arrays
here to keep it brief but a vast of literature is available on the topic [86], especially
noting Benesty, Chen and Huang’s book [87].
The acoustic system in this thesis is not developed from scratch but a commer-
cially available product of HeadAcoustics c© is used. The system has both hardware
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and software components. Hardware of the system composes of a microphone array
and a module for recording, amplification and analog to digital conversion. Micro-
phone array is formed with four high sensitive microphones (HeadAcousticsMV 210) c©.
Here it is important to make the distinction between our system and a generic mi-
crophone array processing system. We used the microphone array just to get a rough
estimate of the vibration (hence the noise) map over a single plane; we did not use
it to generate the noise map on the planes at different distances. So we kept the
microphone array as close as possible to the surface and generated the noise pressure
map at the plane of microphone array. Squadriga c© is the module that is used for
recording, amplifying and sampling the sounds collected by the microphones. These
components and a typical microphone array recording system is shown in Fig. 5.6. In
the software side, Artemis c© is used for exporting sound data from Squadriga c© to
computer and analyzing it. Artemis c© has different signal processing features such
as frequency spectrum analysis, filtering, resampling, power spectral density analysis
and pressure map generation. In our application we need noise distribution over a
surface hence pressure map generation capability was more important for us. For
demonstration of the acoustic analysis, pressure maps of two objects are generated:
A car door and an aluminum plate.
5.3.1 Car Door Experiment
Acoustics vibration analysis systems are commonly used in testing of automobile
components. For example engines or doors of cars are tested using acoustic systems.
In this experiment an interior structure of a car door (Fig. 5.7) is viewed with the mi-
crophone array system while its window motor is working. We have four microphones
but it is possible to simulate a larger microphone array using these microphones. In
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Figure 5.6: (a) Head Acoustics MV210 microphone (b) Recording and amplification
module Squadriga (c) A typical linear microphone array for noise recording.
our experiment we formed a (1×4) horizontal microphone array and then shifted this
microphone array up 8 times in the vertical direction in order to simulate an array
of (8× 4). The spacing between two consecutive microphones was 6.4 cm and 3.2 cm
in the horizontal and the vertical directions respectively as it is shown in Fig. 5.7.
Hence an area of (7 · 3.2 = 22.4 cm × 3 · 6.4 = 19.2 cm) is analyzed. This figure
reveals that the areas with higher vibration amplitudes are mainly located around
the motor. Also as the driving voltage increases pressure amplitude increases.
5.3.2 Aluminum Plate Experiment
In this experiment, an aluminum plate with thickness of 2mm is stimulated. To do
so a small magnet is glued at the center of this aluminum plate and it is pulled and
pushed with an electromagnet coil. Electromagnet was made up of a coil with 900
number of turns winded on a steel core which has approximately L ≈ 6mH induc-
tance. The electromagnet is driven by a wideband power amplifier which has a low
output impedance. The power amplifier can deliver 50W of power on a 4Ω load in
the range 1Hz − 20 kHz. The aluminum plate - electromagnet setup and the power
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Figure 5.7: (a) A car door and pressure maps over a (22.4 cm× 19.2 cm) area while
its window motor is working at different driving voltages. (b) 10 V, (c) 15 V and (d)
20 V. As the driving voltage increases pressure amplitude increases.
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Figure 5.8: (a) Power amplifier. (b) Aluminum plate and the electromagnet setup.
amplifier is shown in Fig. 5.8. Using this power amplifier, electromagnet is driven
with a sine wave at 570Hz at two different amplitudes of 15Vpp and 30Vpp. As in
the previous experiment a microphone array matrix of (8 × 4) is simulated and an
area of (22.4 cm× 19.2 cm) is analyzed. The pressure map of the object is shown in
Fig. 5.9. In Fig. 5.7 pressure contributions of all frequency components were summed
up where as in this figure only the pressure map of the frequency component at the
driving frequency is shown. As in the previous experiment we can determine the ar-
eas of high vibration amplitude and the increase in the maximum pressure as driving
voltage increases.
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Figure 5.9: (a) Aluminum plate and pressure maps of it over a (22.4 cm× 19.2 cm)
area when the electromagnet is driven by (b) 15V and (c) 30V .
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5.4 Experiments with the Hybrid Opto-Acoustic
Imaging System
Up to now we see that we can analyze vibrating object holographically and acousti-
cally. To do a complete analysis the holography setup and the acoustic microphone
array setups are incorporated as shown in Fig 5.10. Using the system first holographic
and then acoustic recordings of the car door and the aluminum plate are done. Then
holographic reconstruction result and the acoustic pressure map are compared.
5.4.1 Car Door Experiment
Car door is illuminated with the laser light at wavelength 632.8nm and recorded
with a camera that has 1534 × 1024 pixels in x and y axes respectively with pixel
dimensions 9µm× 9µm. The car door motor was driven at three different voltages
of 10V, 15V and 20V . It is placed at distance 0.9m, then using Eq. 2.5 the size of
the area (Lx = λd/∆x × Ly = λd/∆y) that will be analyzed using the holography
setup will be 6.33 cm × 6.33 cm. Therefore a closeup analysis should be done using
the acoustic system. Again a (8×4) microphone array is used but in order to increase
the resolution, distance between microphones are decreased to 3.2 cm and 1.6 cm in
horizontal and vertical directions respectively. Then the area that is analyzed using
the acoustic system will have the dimensions of 11. cm× 9.6 cm. In Fig 5.11 picture
of the car door motor and its holographic analysis results at three driving voltages
are shown. Fringe spacing decreases as the voltage increases. In the acoustic analysis
(20V) shown in Fig 5.12 there is a high pressure around the motor indicating the
higher vibration. If we compare Fig 5.11 and Fig 5.12 we can conclude that at
the areas of high vibration pressure fringes are steep and pressure map has a high
magnitude.
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Figure 5.10: Hybrid opto-acoustic analysis system that is a combination of a holo-
graphic interferometer and a microphone array system.
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Figure 5.11: Vibration characteristic of the car door motor at three different driv-
ing voltages. The area imaged by the holographic system is (6.33 cm × 6.33 cm) as
explained in the text. Fringe spacing becomes narrower as the driving voltage is
increased (a) 10V , (b) 15V and (c) 20V . The fringes are especially focused at the
left side.
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Figure 5.12: The same car door analyzed using the acoustics system when its
window motor is driven by 20V . The imaged area is (11.2 cm × 9.6 cm). As in the
holographic analysis vibration is mainly concentrated on the left side.
5.4.2 Aluminum Plate Experiment
This time aluminum plate is driven by 570Hz signal with amplitude of 15V and
30V . It is placed 0.55m far from the CCD hence the area that is imaged using the
holography system has size of 3.87 cm× 3.87 cm. For the acoustics analysis the same
orientation in the car door experiment is used for this experiment too, i.e. spacing of
the microphones and the covered area is the same, 11. cm× 9.6 cm. In Fig 5.13 close
view of the analyzed area and its holographic analysis results at two different driving
voltages are shown. Fringe spacing decreases as the voltage increases. In Fig 5.14
acoustics analysis result with the surface picture is shown. Comparing Fig 5.13 and
Fig 5.14 it can be said that in the areas of high vibration pressure fringes become
steeper and pressure map has higher magnitude.
In this chapter, a complete hybrid opto-acoustic vibration analysis system is
demonstrated step by step. To do so, first holographic deflection measurement tech-
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Figure 5.13: Vibration characteristic of a 2mm thick aluminum plate. The imaged
are is (3.87 cm× 3.87 cm) as explained in the text. There are slanted vertical fringes
and again the pattern becomes steeper as the voltage is increased from (b) 15V to
(c) 30V .
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Figure 5.14: Analysis of the aluminum plate using the acoustic system. The imaged
area is (11.2 cm× 9.6 cm).
nique is explained and its simulations with the PLM method -proposed for the first
time in this thesis- is done. Then vibration analysis using holographic interferometry
is explained and its simulations again with the PLM are done. Later the microphone
array concept which is commonly used in vibration analysis is introduced and exper-
imental results are presented. With this explanation, all of the necessary parts are
completed and a hybrid analysis system is constructed by combining the holographic
interferometer and the acoustic microphone array. With this system same objects
are successfully analyzed both holographically and acoustically. Visually there is a
high correlation between the holographic results and the acoustic results.
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
PROSPECTS
6.1 Conclusion
In this thesis, digital holography is explored both from theoretical and practical
aspects. In the theoretical part, a discrepancy in the digital hologram reconstruction
that is commonly encountered in the literature is made clear. Then a method (Planar
Layers Method or shortly PLM) for calculating the diffraction patterns of objects to
be used in CGH is proposed. Accuracy and computational speed analyzes concludes
that the new method is an approximate but a fast method compared to the methods
in the literature. In the practical issues holographic recording is considered in which
two waves namely object wave and the reference wave is required. In the thesis a
method to record holograms without a separate reference wave is presented. In the
method reference wave is generated from reflecting object wave. In the application
side of the holography, holographic deflection measurement and vibration analysis is
studied. In this part, a hybrid opto-acoustic imaging system for vibration analysis
is successfully demonstrated. As the name implies, the system consist not only of
holographic part but also of microphone array. The system is established step by
step, first introducing the holographic vibration analysis and then acoustic vibration
analysis. In the holographic analysis simulations of the vibrating surfaces are done
using PLM. In the acoustic analysis noise pressure maps of the objects are generated.
For each step experimental setups are designed, implemented and analysis results are
calculated. Visually holographic and acoustic analysis results have a high correlation.
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6.2 Future Prospects
In the theoretical part, studied topics are concluded well. In the hybrid opto-acoustic
imaging system part, first experiments to prove the concepts are carried out. The
experiments are done consecutively, first using the holographic system and then using
the acoustic system. As a future work it is possible to integrate these system to
work simultaneously. Also, here we studied only the double-exposure time-averaged
holographic interferometer in the optical part of the hybrid system to prove our
thesis. Different methods such as strobing the reference wave during exposure time
or modulating the reference wave to observe larger or smaller vibrations can also be
used in the optical part.
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